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ABOUT US

ICAMIC is a One-Stop Digital Solution Company. We offer a

variety of services from Photography, Videography,

Designing, Corporate Identity, 3D Modelling, Photo Editing

& Retouching, Printing and eCommerce solutions, all of

these under one roof!

ICAMIC is considered a highly skilled Photography, Design,

and Printing company with the experience and ability to

complete projects from initial concept to implementation.

We have the right people for the right tasks. Our dynamic

and innovative team is fully qualified with years of

experience and expertise behind them.



OFFERINGS

01 Photography

02 Videography

03 Photo Editing and Retouching

04 Designing

05 3D Visualization

06 Printing



PHOTOGRAPHY



PHOTOGRAPHY

ICAMIC Photography is a full-service creative solutions agency specializing in different categories of photography.

We at ICAMIC capture the inherent character of your subject within a photograph. Our professional photographers are extremely

talented and passionate. We strive to provide the best level of service. We have exactly what it takes to offer the best event 

photography solutions as we use state of the art technology and  camera equipment to provide high-end photography

Event PhotographyWedding Photography

Fashion photography

Architectural photography

Port Folio

To be Mom & Newborn

Product photography

Portrait



VIDEOGRAPHY



VIDEOGRAPHY

ICAMIC is a one-stop solution for providing world-class services to capture every bit of your epic moments and convey your story into a 

high-class video format.

We use our creative nature and cater for everyone, be it Corporate Videos, Interviews, Industrial, products, Real Estate, Pre Wedding 

events and any Event day celebrations. Whatever the occasion be, we can showcase precisely who you are as our videos are made 

with you every step of the way with the goal to amaze people in a short space of time and give them a rich, inspiring experience.



PHOTO EDITING
& 

RETOUCHING



PHOTO EDITING & RETOUCHING

ICAMIC is your one-stop shop for all your image processing / photo editing and retouching needs. 

ICAMIC offers a wide range of services on photo editing services and caters to Visual Content providers, Top Internet Retail / 

eCommerce stores like online apparels, online electronic stores, online automobile stores, online sports stores etc., publishing houses, 

real estate companies, professional Photographers, digital studio photographers, Ad-Agencies and individuals globally.

We use real photo artists working as creative designers and every image is processed individually to get the best results of your 

products. 



GRAPHIC
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GRAPHIC DESIGNING

Corporate Identity & Business Essentials

Brochure

Collaterals 

01

02

04

ICAMIC

At ICAMIC we offer wide 

varieties of complete 

company graphic solutions 

which enables to present 

yourself to your potential 

clients. Some of our 

services includes the 

following

03

Albums 



GRAPHIC DESIGNING

1. Corporate Identity & Business Essentials

Primarily we focus on the first being logo, business card, envelopes, folders, notebooks, 

banners, stickers

2. Brochure 

Our Brochure designs communicate the businesses marketing messages. Through templates, 

we develop creative brochure design. Our well experienced creative team designs assure that 

you are in good hands.

3. Collaterals 

Our team of graphic designers takes special care of conceptualizing ideas for every Poster 

Design, Flyer Design, Banner Design, Billboard Design they make, even to the smallest detail.

4. Albums 

With a strong team of creative designers, we offer to add emotions to all your candid photos, 

be it a traditional wedding or  the enriched modern ceremony with our customized designing 

to match up to your customers / client expectations. we call ourselves a PRO in designing 

Albums, be if for Wedding, Engagement, Birthday, Anniversaries, Holidays, Maternity shoots, 

Newborn moments.  



WEB DESIGNING
&

DEVELOPMENT



WEB DESIGNING

At ICAMIC, We build stunning websites that help boost your business sales on an online platform. We design single page websites, multi-

page, Upgrade existing website and E-Commerce sites. Our solutions are time bound and cost effective. We understand the value of website 

as it provides vital information about your business and as part of value-added services, we provide solutions that require specialized domain 

expertise   

Our motive is to make customized website a highly interactive, Stunningly visible and responsive. By doing so your business will stand out 

from competitors.

Our design team has been the backbone and together we ensure the most innovative & dynamic web design.



LED DIGITAL
CONTENT

DEVELOPMENT



At ICAMIC, we develop customized content for your LED 

Screens; be it Perimeter System, Jumbotrons (Big Screen), 

Mid-Tier Screens.

Any requirements for your LED screens we're on it. These 

contents can be displayed for any Live Sports, Digital 

Hoardings, Events, Online Platforms.

Developing Content has just got easier with our specialized 

experienced team they understand your needs and develop 

the best creative content based on the pixel and sizes of 

LED Screens and of course medium at which Final Output 

would be displayed. We ensure that your Brand gets great 

content developed which can turn into something that people 

want to look.

For bespoke high-quality content development, look no 

further than ICAMIC In-house designers.

LED DIGITAL CONTENT 
DEVELOPMENT



3D VISUALIZATION



3D VISUALIZATION

ICAMIC is a rapidly growing company and has created a visible identity in the 3D Design landscape with 
efficient talent & resources. Some of the key areas that we specialize in are

3D Architectural 
Visualization Motion 

Graphics

3D 
Rendering

3D Product 
Visualization

Motion Graphics

Our Design are well defined for television 

broadcast, corporate videos, Logo Animation, 

Pre-Visualization, LED Content development for 

events/sports and Technical breakdown videos.

3D Product Visualization

ICAMIC creates 3D product visualization faster 

with more creative benefits than studio 

photography.

3D Architectural Visualization

We cater to Architects, Designers, Real 

Estate Professionals and property 

developers. We cater to Architects, 

Designers, Real Estate Professionals and 

property developers

3D Rendering

We understand rendering is not an easy task and 

requires highly technical expertise and knowledge. 

With us working alongside of you, we simply get 

your project and produce the perfect Visual 

outcomes and  deliver on time. 



PRINTING



PRINTING

ICAMIC has acquired very high-end printing machines which can cater to our Client needs. The idea was to provide complete printing 

solutions at our own studio. 

We offer wide range of Digital Printing solutions in all shapes and sizes. Whether you are looking for High Quality Brochures, Complete 

Corporate Identity, Post cards, Gift Cards, all kinds of Collaterals and Albums. 

We ensure our output is consistent and have the same look and feel that is representing your Brand Identity perfectly
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